International networking conference @ Uzès (France)
>> What’s up ?

>> Que Sera ?

The aim of this
conference is to
promote the
development of
personal and
professional
contacts, to
establish a social
network of people
who are in
connection with
each other and who
support, help or
cooperate with
each other
privately, but above
all professionally.

You can expect a very
interesting time with
various lectures and
discussions on
different topics especially of course
on international
youth work and its
possibilities and
development.
In addition, there will
always be the
possibility to relax or
to work off your
energy during various
building activities, as
well as to get into
conversation with
others in "open
space" and "off
topic".

>> Come together – right now
The idea behind is to connect the individual threads of the existing network in
order to enable further cooperation, connections, exchange and friendship …
The event is organized and carried out by Torsten Rutinowski and
Falken Bochum (as cooperation partners) contact:
trutinowski@Bochum.de | trutinowski@mac.com

International networking conference @ Uzès (France)
>> Corona

>> Arrival

>> What to bring

There is a valid hygiene
protection concept
both from the tour
operator, who is
responsible for the
accommodation, and
from the organizers
because of the current
Corona situation.
If stricter regulations
are to apply in the
respective country of
the guests, the stricter
regulations will also be
implemented.

Next international Airport
is Marseille (Aéroport
Marseille Provence).
Next TGV Train Station is
Avignon (Gare d’Avignon
TGV).

Please bring your own bed
linen and bedding. Pillows
and blankets are available.

A shuttle service from
Marseille or Avignon can
be organized under
certain circumstances;
from train Station Uzès
will be possible at any
time.

For leisure activities, there
is a pool on site and,
depending on the weather,
the possibility of various
excursions and tours, for
example a canoe trip
through the Pont du Gard.
Please bring your own
bathing suit and towel.

Although there will be a number of presentations
and discussions, the conference is mainly
designed as an open space forum.
It will provide an opportunity to initiate new
partnerships, work on future projects, discuss
and launch applications.

>> Address
Because of Corona,
please register as early
as possible. A
cancellation of the stay
due to changing travel
restrictions in the
respective country is
possible at any time.

>> Costs
Mas de la Garonne
A participation fee of 25
Euro is charged.
Accommodation and food
will be paid by the
organizer. Flights have to
be paid by the guests
themselves.

Fontaine de Perret, 30700
Saint-Maximin, France
Get a view here:
https://www.horizonteresidence.de/ferienhaus-mas-dela-garonne-provence-frankreich/

Sign up as soon as possible.
In the middle of September we will
send you a newsletter with more
detailed information.
Contact:
trutinowski@Bochum.de
trutinowski@mac.com

